ABSTRACT. For a projective variety V ⊂ P n k over a field of characteristic zero, with homogenous ideal I in A = k[x 0 , . . . , x n ], we consider the local cohomology modules H i I (A). These have a structure of holonomic D-module over A, and we investigate their filtration by simple D-modules. In case V is nonsingular, we can describe completely the simple D-module components of H i I (A) for all i, in terms of the Betti numbers of V .
INTRODUCTION The local cohomology groups H i
Y (X , F) of an Abelian sheaf F on a topological space X , with support in a closed subset Y , were introduced by Grothendieck in 1961 in his Harvard and Paris seminars [9] , [10] . If X is the spectrum of a ring A, and Y is the closed subset associated to an ideal I, and F is the sheaf of sections of an A-module M, these groups are denoted H i I (M). The latter can be computed algebraically as the derived functors of the functor Γ I (•) that to each A-module M associates the submodule of elements with support in I, that is, that are annihilated by some power of I. In the 50 years since their introduction, these groups and modules have found wide application in algebraic geometry and in commutative algebra.
Even when the ring A is Noetherian and the module M finitely generated, the local cohomology modules H i I (M) are rarely finitely generated. If A is a local ring with maximal ideal m, then at least the modules H i m (M) are cofinite, meaning that they satisfy the descending chain condition, or equivalently, that Hom A (k, H i m (M)) is a finite dimensional k-vector space, where k = A/m is the residue field of A. Grothendieck asked whether for any ideal I, the modules H i I (M) might be I-cofinite in the sense that Hom A (A/I, H i I (M)) is finitely generated. This turns out not to be so in general [5] , though an analogous property does hold in the derived category.
Another finiteness property was discovered more recently by Lyubeznik [12] , who showed that if A is a polynomial ring or a power series over a field k of characteristic zero, then for any finitely generated A-module M and any ideal I in A, the local cohomology modules H i I (M) are finitely generated as D-modules, where D is the (non-commutative) ring of differential operators over A. Moreover, they are holonomic D-modules, in particular they are of finite length as D-modules, and have a finite composition series whose factors are simple D-modules. , and what can we learn about the geometry of V from them? To approach this question, we review some old work of Ogus [14] , who found conditions for the vanishing of some of these groups, in terms of the algebraic de Rham cohomology groups of the subvariety V . Using a similar technique, we compute the de Rham cohomology groups H j DR (M) for the D-module M = H i I (A), for each i and j, in terms of the algebraic de Rham cohomology of V . This allows us to recover the result of Ogus on the vanishing and cofiniteness of H i I (A) for i > r, where r is the codimension.
Similar results to ours have been obtained in recent years by many authors using various techniques (see Remark 4.9) . What is new in our method is that we also obtain information about the D-module structure of the critical cohomology module H r I (A). To interpret this information, we prove a technical result showing that for a holonomic D-module M over a power series ring R = k[[x 1 , . . . , x n ]], the dimension of the top de Rham cohomology module H n DR (M) is equal to the largest number of copies of the injective envelope E of k over R whose direct sum E m can appear as a quotient D-module of M. This result, while apparently dual in some way to the elementary statement that H 0 DR (M) gives the rank of the largest free D-module R m that can appear as a submodule of M, is not at all easy to prove. We use an extension of methods employed by van den Essen [19, 20, 21] Our main application is to show that if V is a nonsingular subvariety of P n k of codimension r, then its nontrivial local cohomology module H r I (A) has a simple sub-D-module with support along V , with quotient a direct sum E m of copies of E, where m is determined by the Betti numbers of V in the sense of algebraic de Rham cohomology. In particular, if V is a nonsingular curve of genus g, then m = 2g, so that for a rational curve V ⊂ P n k , the D-module H n−1 I (A) is simple. The only other result we know giving the simple D-module composition of H r i (A) for a projective variety V is the theorem of Raicu [15] , which shows that for V the d-uple embedding of another projective space in P n k , the corresponding D-module is simple. His result, proved by an entirely different method, is recovered by ours.
One further comment about this paper. Our methods are purely algebraic, working over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Over the complex numbers C, there is an extensive theory of analytic D-modules using intersection cohomology and perverse sheaves, and there is a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence comparing the algebraic theory of D-modules with regular singularities to the analytic theory. Readers familiar with those theories will probably see how to obtain results analogous to ours in the analytic category, and perhaps even recover our result via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. Nevertheless our goal has been to present the entire argument algebraically, without reference to the analytic theory.
THE LANGUAGE OF ALGEBRAIC D-MODULES
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let R be either the polynomial ring k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] or the formal power series ring k[[x 1 , . . . , x n ]]. Let D be the ring of differential operators R < ∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n >, where ∂ i is the partial derivative ∂/∂x i . This is a non-commutative ring with the relations ∂ i x i = x i ∂ i + 1 for each i. An R-module M, together with a left action of D on M, will be called a Dmodule. We will use the books of Björk [2] and Hotta et al. [7] as our basic references.
One can define the dimension of a finitely generated D-module. It is an integer between n and 2n. The D-modules with minimal dimension n are called holonomic D-modules. Proof. [12, 2.2] . One first shows that if M is holonomic over R and f ∈ R, then the localized module M f is also holonomic. (For the polynomial ring case, see for instance [3, 3.4.1] . For the power series case, see [2, 3.4.1] . Then if f 1 , . . . , f s is a set of generators of I, we can compute the local cohomology modules H i I (M) from theČech complex formed of the localizations of M at products of the f i . Since kernels, images, and quotients of holonomic modules are holonomic, it follows that the H i I (M) are holonomic.
Examples 2.2.
(1) The ring R itself is a holonomic D-module and is in fact simple. To see this, we note that any element of R generates R as a D-module. Indeed, just differentiate enough times so that the element becomes a unit, then multiply by the other elements of R. (2) Another important example is E = H n m (R), where m = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). This is an injective hull of k over R, and is also a simple D-module. As in (1) above, any element generates the whole module. Just multiply by enough x i to arrive at the socle x
n , then differentiate to get any other monomial in E. 
One of our main results, Theorem 5.1, is a non-trivial analogous statement about the last de Rham cohomology group H n DR (M).
ALGEBRAIC DE RHAM COHOMOLOGY AND HOMOLOGY
In this section we recall the basic definitions and properties of algebraic de Rham cohomology and homology that we will use in this paper. Our basic references will be Grothendieck [8] and Hartshorne [6] .
Let Y be a closed subscheme of a scheme X smooth and of finite type of dimension n over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let Ω • X/k be the de Rham complex with k-linear maps
We define the algebraic de Rham homology of Y to be We define the algebraic de Rham cohomology of Y by passing to the formal completion X of X along Y and taking hyper-cohomology Proof. These are all in [6] . Item (1) Proof. In this case, the de Rham complex is just
C . There is a spectral sequence
, which is zero, because the only global sections of O C are constants, and their derivative is zero. Hence H 0 DR (C) = k. By duality, see Theorem 3.1 (4) and (5), we see also that
must also be zero and so
, which has dimension 2g. The result for homology then follows from Theorem 3.1(5).
Proposition 3.5. Let C be an integral projective curve over k. For each singular point P ∈ C, let n P be the number of branches of C at P, that is, the number of points of the normalizationC of C lying over P. Then h 0
, where g is the genus of the normalizationC. The homology groups are the same.
Proof. We use the exact sequence of homology for a proper birational morphism [6, II,4.5] applied to the projection π :C → C. Let Z be the singular locus of C, and let Z ′ be its inverse image inC.
Then we have
SinceC is smooth and projective, its homology (Proposition 3.4) has dimension h DR i (C) = 1, 2g, 1 for i = 0, 1, 2 respectively. The homology of Z and Z ′ is in degree 0 only, and is just the number of
which gives the result. The same holds for the cohomology of C by Theorem 3.1(4).
Remark 3.6. Of course Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 could have been proved by using the comparison theorem (see Theorem 3.1 (7)) and the well-known results about the cohomology of compact Riemann surfaces, but we wished to keep our exposition purely algebraic.
LOCAL COHOMOLOGY OF A PROJECTIVE VARIETY
Now we come to the main subject of our investigation. Let V be a closed subscheme of the projective space P n k over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let V have codimension r. Let A = k[x 0 , . . . , x n ] be the homogeneous coordinate ring of P n k and let I be the homogenous ideal of V in A. We propose to investigate the local cohomology modules H i I (A). We keep these notations throughout this section.
Proposition 4.1. Let V be an equidimensional closed subscheme of P n k of codimension r. Let I be the homogenous ideal of V in
Proof. Since V has codimension r, the ideal I has height r and hence contains a regular sequence of length r for A. The first part of assertion (1) now follows from the characterization of I-depth in terms of local cohomology and the second part holds because the dimension of the ring is n + 1. For (2) , notice that in this case there is an ideal ( f 1 , . . . , f r ) generated by r elements having the same radical as I, so computing local cohomology using theČech complex we obtain H i I (A) = 0 for i > r. Assertion (3) is a result of Ogus [14, 4.1, 4.3] proved using a local version of (2).
Next we will make use of the D-module structure on the local cohomology modules H i i (A). Proof. We compute the algebraic de Rham homology of Y using its embedding in X , so that by definition (see Section 3)
. (Note the shift by 2n + 2 since X has dimension n + 1). Then we use the spectral sequence of local hyper-cohomology of Ω • X , which is E And now, we will see that when V is a local complete intersection, the spectral sequence of Proposition 4.2 degenerates. 
as are all other values of H DR i (Y ).
Proof. First of all, H i I (A) = 0 for i < r by Proposition 4.1(1). Next, for i > r we know that H i I (A) has support at the maximal ideal by Proposition 4.1(3), and hence is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of E by Example 2.2(5). In that case, H j DR (H i I (A)) = 0 except for j = n + 1, by Example 2.2(4). Thus the only possible non-zero initial terms of the spectral sequence of Proposition 4.2 are for q = r and 0 ≤ p ≤ n + 1, or for p = n + 1 and any r ≤ q ≤ n + 1. This gives a curios L-shaped spectral sequence. Proof. This is because Y , being a scheme of dimension n − r + 1, has no homology in degrees > 2n − 2r + 2, by Theorem 3.1(3).
Corollary 4.5. Let V, I, Y be as in Theorem 4.3. For i > r the D-module H i I (A) is isomorphic to E m i where m i
Proof. We have seen in the proof of Theorem 4.3 that for i > r we have 
, and (4) for 3 ≤ i ≤ 2d + 1 the homology of Y is determined by the exact sequence
where h denotes cap-product with the hyperplane class.
Proof. We use a method of proof similar to [6, II, 3.2] but with homology instead of cohomology. The first step is to compare the homology of Y to that of Y − P, where P corresponds to m = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) in A. Since P only has homology in degree zero, the exact sequence of Theorem 3.1 (6) gives an exact sequence
and isomorphisms
Next we note that Y − P is isomorphic to the geometric vector bundle V(O V (−1)) minus its zero section, so we can apply the Thom-Gysin sequence [6, II, 7.9.3 ] to obtain a long exact sequence
where h is the cap-product in homology [6, II, 7.4] . From the last terms of this sequence it follows that H DR 
are isomorphisms for all j < n − r.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 it follows that the H i I (A) = 0 for all i > r is equivalent to H DR j (Y ) = 0 for all j < n + 1 − r. This in turn, by Proposition 4.6, is equivalent to saying that the cap-product
is an isomorphism for all j < n − r and surjective for j = n − r. By duality (see Theorem 3.1(4)) this is equivalent to saying that the cup-product H j−2
is an isomorphism for all j < n− r and injective for j = n− r. Beginning with H −1 DR (V ) = 0 and H 0 DR (V ) = k, and using the fact that the cohomology of projective space is 0 in odd degrees and k in even degrees generated by the hyperplane class h ∈ H 2 DR (P n ) (see Example 3.2(2)), our calculation is equivalent to saying that the restriction map
As an illustration of these results, we gather together our conclusions for a nonsingular variety. Proof. Since V is nonsingular of dimension d, the hard Lefschetz theorem tell us that capping with the hyperplane class h gives a map
that is surjective for i ≤ d + 1 and injective for i ≥ d + 1. Therefore by Proposition 4.6, we find that
Substituting these values in the statement of Theorem 4.3 gives the desired assertions. The understanding of the relationship between cofiniteness and vanishing of the local cohomology modules H i I (A) for i > r and the algebraic de Rham cohomology of the projective variety V goes back to Ogus [14] . This connection is acknowledged in the last paragraph of Lyubeznik's paper [12] , just after he has defined some new numerical invariants of a local ring, commonly called Lyubeznik numbers. The study of these numbers has led to several results analogous to ours.
Garcià-López and Sabbah [11] give a result similar to our Corollary 4.5 for an isolated singularity of a complex analytic space, in terms of local topological invariants.
Blickle and Bondu [1] give a similar result for a point P in a complex analytic space Y under the condition that Y − P is an intersection homology manifold. This condition is probably equivalent to Ogus's condition on the DR-depth [14, 4.1] , which is in fact equivalent to the local cohomology modules H i I (X ) being cofinite for i > r.
Lyubeznik, Singh, and Walther [13, 3.1] give another analogue of our Corollary 4.5 over C, taking as hypothesis that these local cohomology groups have support at m, and computing the m i in terms of the complex singular cohomology of C n \Y .
Switala [16] in a recent paper about Lyubeznik numbers recovers independently our Theorem 4.8(1) for the vertex of the cone over a nonsingular projective variety. His argument is similar to ours, but uses cohomology instead of homology. We now choose π to be the projection of E to E/(∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n )E, which is isomorphic to the socle of E. Then we have a diagram
D-MODULES OVER THE POWER SERIES RING
M −→ E m −→ 0 .
Proof. Recall that H n DR (M) is a finite dimensional k-vector space (see Section 2). Observe that since
which shows that ϕ maps the kernel of ψ to the kernel of π. Hence
Now according to Proposition 5.5 the map ϕ is not only A-linear, but is also a map of D-modules.
Further, observe that since E is a simple D-module and ϕ is not zero, ϕ is surjective. Applying the same reasoning to a basis for the space of linear maps from M/(∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ n )M to k we obtain m maps from M to E and therefore a single surjective map from M to E m . This completes our proof, subject to Propositions 5.4, 5.5, 5.13 below. 
Proof. By the theorem we have 
Now we are ready to prove the three propositions that are the main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 5.1. The following proposition appears in [10, 18] but we give the proof for convenience. 
For M an arbitrary A-module, think of M as the direct limit of its finitely generated submodules, Proof. We must show that ∂ i ϕ(m) = ϕ(∂ i m) for all i and for all m ∈ M. Observe that both sides are elements of ∂E. The left hand side because it is a ∂ i of something, the right hand side because of our hypothesis that ϕ(∂M) ⊂ ∂E. Next we note that the map ∂E −→ E n , sending e ∈ ∂E to (x 1 e, . . . , x n e) ∈ E n , is injective. Therefore it sufficient to prove that for every j,
We claim that statement ( * ) is equivalent to showing
If i = j the claim is clear because x j and ∂ i commute and ϕ is A-linear. If i = j, then we use the equation x i ∂ i = ∂ i x i − 1 in the ring of differential operators. Indeed, notice that the left hand side of ( * ) is
while the right hand side of ( * ) is
Now after canceling ϕ(m) we obtain the desired claim. We have thus replaced the original problem for m ∈ M by the same problem for x j m. Repeating the same procedure it is sufficient to show
for all monomials α ∈ A of any high degree we like. To conclude notice that both sides are zero for degree of α sufficiently large. Indeed, the left hand side is clearly zero since ϕ(αm) = αϕ(m) and ϕ(m) ∈ E. The right hand side is zero because using the product rule we have
and both ∂ i (α) and α have sufficiently high degree.
Remark 5.6. The statement and the proof of Proposition 5.5 also hold over a polynomial ring or its localization at the maximal ideal. 
where a r has a pure power of x 1 , and such that
Proof. While not given exactly in this form, our statement and proof are based on a careful reading of [20] . According to Theorem 5.7 there is an elements g such that M[g −1 ] is finitely generated as an A[g −1 ]-module, and furthermore g can be taken to be a Weierstraß polynomial in x 1 . Let x = x 1 and ∂ = ∂ 1 . Let e be an element of M. Then e, ∂e, ∂ 2 e, . . . , ∂ i e, . . . are linearly dependent over A[g −1 ] . Therefore, there exists an integer r and elements c i ∈ A[g −1 ] such that
Clearing denominators we can write
where d i ∈ A. So we can consider the differential operator Let P be the differential operator
Then for every b ∈ A we claim there is an equality of differential operators
where R is another differential operator and P(b) means P acting on b ∈ A. Then, if we apply the two operators defined in (1) to e we have,
This implies that for all b ∈ A, P(b)e ⊂ ∂(M), thus establishing the desired conclusion.
To complete the proof we need to prove the equality of differential operators in (1) . By linearity it suffices to show the claim for Q = (−1) i ∂ i a i and P = a i ∂ i . We need to show that bQ − P(b) = ∂R i for some operator R i . To prove the claim we show by induction on i a stronger claim, more precisely,
and assume that the statement holds for i − 1. We have
By induction hypothesis we have
thus substituting in the previous equation we obtain
The following lemma is our key technical result.
Proposition 5.11. Let A be the power series ring
, let x = x 1 , and let ∂ = ∂ 1 . Let P be a differential operator of the form
where a r has a pure power of x. Then there exist integers s and ℓ 0 such that every f ∈ A can be written in the form
where e i , b ℓ ∈ B. Furthermore, if f ∈ Ax m for some m ≥ s then
where ρ is a function that tends to infinity with m.
Proof. We first show that there exist integers ℓ 0 and t such that for all ℓ ≥ ℓ 0
where c ℓ,i ∈ B satisfy the following conditions
(There is no restriction on c ℓ,i for i > ℓ − r + t. ) Condition (i) is clear because x ℓ has degree ℓ and ∂ r is the highest differential in P. To prove (ii) and (iii), write for ℓ ≥ r
Let t be the least power of x whose coefficient is a unit in B among all the power series
Notice that t exists because by hypothesis a r has a pure power of x. Let λ i ∈ k be the constant term of the coefficient of x t in a i x r−i . By construction, at least one of the λ i is non zero. The constant term of the coefficient of
Since g(ℓ) is a non zero polynomial in ℓ, it has at most finitely many zeros. Choose ℓ 0 such that g(ℓ) = 0 for all ℓ ≥ ℓ 0 . Now for any ℓ ≥ ℓ 0 write P(
Then by construction the c ℓ,i will satisfy the condition (ii) and (iii), namely, the first one that is a unit is c ℓ,ℓ−r+t .
To continue set s = ℓ 0 − r + t. Then we show that every f ∈ A can be written in the form
where e i , b ℓ ∈ B. We claim, by induction on k, that
for suitable e i,k and b ℓ,k in B and furthermore e i,k ≡ e i,k+1 and b ℓ,k ≡ b ℓ,k+1 modulo m k B . First observe that for all ℓ ≥ ℓ 0 . Therefore when we use P(x ℓ ) to adjust the ℓ − r + t coefficient of f − f k , we have by (3)
Writing f k+1 in the form (2) we obtain the coefficients e i,k+1 and b ℓ,k+1 and observe that, by construction, they are congruent to the coefficients e i,k and b ℓ,k modulo m k B . Now the desired assertion follows by passing to the limit: namely e i = lim e i,k and b ℓ = lim b ℓ,k as k goes to infinity.
To explain the 'Furthermore' statement, suppose that f ∈ Ax m . Then f , as a power series in x, begins in degree ≥ m. We claim that f k starts in degree ≥ m − kt and the coefficients of
Recall that P(x ℓ ) as a power series in x begins in degree ≥ ℓ − r but its first unit coefficient is in degree ℓ − r + t. We prove the claim by induction on k. For k = 1 recall that b ℓ,1 = β ℓ−r+t (α ℓ ) −1 and the first β i that can be different from zero is β m , hence the first P(x ℓ ) we are using is for ℓ = m + r −t and that can only start in degree ℓ − r = (m + r −t)− r = m −t. 
Remark 5.12.
A result similar to this was proved by van den Essen [20] but without the "Furthermore" statement, which is crucial to our proof. 
Proof. We may assume that N is generated by one element e. By Theorem 5.7 we can make a change of variables so that M is x 1 -regular. Let x = x 1 and ∂ = ∂ 1 . By Lemma 5.10 there exists a differential operator of the form given in the lemma such that P(a)e ⊂ ∂M for all a ∈ A. We apply Proposition 5.11 to this differential operator. By Proposition 5.11 there exists an integer s such that for all f ∈ Ax m with m ≥ s we have
where 
which is the desired assertion for n = 1. If n ≥ 2, we apply Theorem 5.8, which says M = M/∂M is a holonomic D-module over B. Let E be the image of E in M, then E is a finitely generated submodule of M. By the induction hypothesis there exists an integer t such that
By Proposition 5.11 we can take m 0 large enough so that m 0 ≥ s and ρ(m 0 ) ≥ t. Take r to be r = m 0 + ρ(m 0 ). We claim that 
where the last inclusion hold by (5) and because we chose m 0 in such a way ρ(m 0 ) ≥ t. In the second case, the claim follows directly by (5).
APPLICATIONS.
We want to apply the results of Section 5 to study the local cohomology module H r I (A), where V is a variety in P n k of codimension r, with homogenous ideal
Unfortunately the result of Theorem 5.1 is not true for D-modules over a polynomial ring (see Example 6.1). So we need to pass to the completion.
If M is a D-module over the polynomial ring A = k[x 0 , . . . , x n ], we can consider the completion
. It has a natural structure of D-module overÂ. Furthermore, there is a natural map on the de Rham cohomology groups:
Unfortunately, even for a holonomic D-module over A, the map on de Rham cohomology may fail to be an isomorphism (see Example 6.1). It would be nice to have general conditions under which these maps are isomorphisms. For instance, if M is also a graded A-module, and the ∂ i act as graded k-linear maps of degree −1, then are the completion maps ϕ i isomorphisms? We do not know, so we will settle for a more limited criterion.
and let M be a free A-module of rank one. We denote its generator by e ∈ M, so that the elements of M are written ae for a ∈ A. To give M a structure of D-module we can take ∂e to be anything we like. So for example, let ∂e = x 2 e. Then for any power of x, ∂(x n e) = x n ∂e + nx n−1 e = (x n+2 + nx n−1 )e, and we can extend to all of M by linearity. Now it is clear that the map ∂ : M −→ M is injective, so that H 0 DR (M) = 0. On the other hand, the image of ∂ is a k-vector subspace of codimension 2, so H 1 DR (M) = M/∂M has dimension 2. This shows that Theorem 5.1 is false for M, since any nonzero D-module homomorphism of M to E would have to be surjective, which is impossible since M is finitely generated as an A-module. Now let considerM = M ⊗ AÂ . We claim that there is another generator ofM, call it ue, with u ∈Â a unit, for which ∂(ue) = 0. To find u, we want ∂(ue) = 0, hence u∂e + ∂u · e = 0. We need to solve the differential equation ∂u = −x 2 u. Just take u = e − Proof. The last statement follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that
We will pull ourselves up by our bootstraps using the earlier results of Section 4. First of all, since the local cohomology H i I (A) can be computed from theČech complex of localizations of A at product of the f i , where { f 1 , . . . , f s } is a set of generators of I, and a short exact sequence of modules gives a long exact sequence of de Rham cohomology, we reduce to the case where I = ( f ) is generated by a single homogeneous polynomial f ∈ A. In this case there is only one non-zero local cohomology, namely, M = H 1 f (A) = A f /A. Let V be the corresponding hypersurface in P n k , and let Y ⊂ A for each i.
Proof. Let V ⊂ P n k be the projective scheme defined by I. Then according to [6, III, 3.2] there is an exact sequence [7, 3.4.2] and that the quotient M/M 0 has support at P. That quotient must be a sum of copies of E (see Example 2.2 (5)), and therefore is equal to the quotient E m found above. 
